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Abstract
We provide an analysis to the performance of Optical Orthogonal Codes(OOC) in an
Optical Code Division Multiple Access(CDMA) network by considering the probability
distribution of the interference patterns. We show that the actual performance is close to
a previous estimate. We also consider a less structured temporal code in which the code
words are allowed to overlap at two pulse positions. We obtain the bit error probability for
this class of codes for two cases: with and without optical hard-limiting at the receivers. We
show that this code may increase the number of users in the network considerably without
a significant loss in the performance. We also provide a simple partial construction scheme
for this code.
1 Introduction
Optical Code Division Multiple Access (CDMA) has been proposed as an alternative to
frequency and time based multiple access methods for the future high speed fiber optic
networks [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. A typical fiber-optic CDMA system is shown in Figure 1. In this
paper, we study an optical CDMA network which is based on temporal codes. The users
in this network are assigned distinct temporal code words with desired distinguishability
properties. A code word consists of F chips, each of duration rc, with Tb = FrC being the
duration of one information bit. K of these chips are occupied with short light pulses. The
position of these K pulses in the frame constitutes the encoding, resulting in a temporal
code. The users in the network send their data in on-off modulation format, so that for a
"0" bit a user sends nothing and for a "1" bit it sends its temporal signature. The receiver
checks for the occupancy of the KI pulse positions that the desired transmitter is supposed
to occupy. It compares the number of pulses in these positions to a threshold Th (< K).
In the absence of thermal and shot noise, no errors can occur when the data bit is "1", and
when it is "0" an error occurs if interferers result in at least Th pulses. Hard-limiting the
incoming light power results in a performance improvement, since the possibility of an error
due to interference heavily localized in a few pulse positions is eliminated [1]. We analyze
the performance of systems both with and without hard-lilliting at the receivers. For
mathematical convenience, we assume that the users in the system are chip-synchronous,
so that the pulses of different users are perfectly aligned although their bit frames may not
be aligned. It is known that this assumption results in an upper bound in the performance
[7].
For the users to cause minimal interference to each other, the temporal code must have
small auto- and cross-correlations [1]. In particular, when the maximum cross-correlation
and maximnum off-peak auto-correlation is bounded by 1, we have the optimal code. In fact,
such codes are designed in [1, 7], they are called Optical Orthogonal Codes (OOC) with
A = 1. Here A refers to the maximum value of the auto- and cross-correlations. While these
codes result in the optimal performance, they put a limitation on the number of users due
to the limited number of distinct code words. For brevity, we refer to an Optical Orthogonal
Code with A = 1 as an OOC in this paper. For a code with a A value other than 1 we
explicitly specify this value.
The organization of the rest of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we obtain the exact
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performance of the OOC in a CDMA network by obtaining the probability distribution of
interference patterns. We show that the approximation given in [2] is very close to the
actual performance. We observe the dependence of the system performance on various
system parameters. In Section 3, we consider a temporal code that is less structured than
OOC. This code may have up to 2 overlaps between code words. With this temporal code,
the network can accommodate more users and the code words can have more pulses per
frame. As a result, the network can be expanded with little loss in the performance. The
details of the analysis are contained in the appendices. We also give a simple, partial
construction scheme for a A = 2 code in the appendix.
2 Exact Analysis of OOC
In this section, we develop an analytical framework that will be used in an exact analysis
of the Optical Orthogonal Code CDMA system described in the previous section.
In OOC, two code words can not overlap at more than one pulse position. There are
K 2 ways of pairing the K pulses of two users. Then, the probability that a pulse belonging
to an interfering user overlaps with one of the pulses of the desired user is given by
K'2
q 2F (1)
where the factor 1/2 accounts for the probability that the interferer is transmitting a "1".
Therefore the number of users that interfere with the desired user has a Binomial distribu-
tion with parameters M - 1 and q, where M is the total number of users [1, 2]. If Pr(l)
denotes the probability of I interfering users, we have
Pr(l) = (M 1 )ql(1 q)M- = 0, ,..., M-1 . (2)
The ntunber of interfering users does not completely specify the pattern in which the
interference occurs. Given that there are I interfering users, each interfering at exactly one
pulse position, there is a variety of interference patterns. To describe these patterns we
define a K dimensional interference vector a(1) whose i'th element, aci(l) represents the
number of pulses that overlap with the i'th pulse of the desired user. Since every interfering
user contributes one and only one pulse, this vector must satisfy
K
= 1 aji(l) E {0,1,...,I} (3)
i=l
2~-~-- 1il~-~1-1--·~~_1
For a given I there is a set of vectors Fi that satisfy (3). In particular if a vector 6d satisfies
(3), then so do all of its permutations. The set YI can be written as
I = : i = 1, ai = 0,1,...,. (4)
i=l
As an example, consider the case I = 5, K = 3. The set F5 consists of 5 distinct vectors,
500,410,320,311, 221, and all the permutations of these vectors, 050, 005,401, etc.
The bit error probability, PE can be written as
M-1
PE= Pr(l) E P(-; YFI)PE(-) (5)
1=1
where Pr(l) is as given in (2), P(a; .t) is the probability that a E f 1i is the interference
pattern given I interfering users, and PE(a) is the probability of error given the interference
pattern a>. We first calculate P(-; Jl). A vector a- in -l is an interference pattern of 1
interfering users each of which contributing in exactly one pulse position. A user is equally
likely to interfere at any one of the K pulse positions independent of all other users. Thus
ad obeys a multinornial distribution given as
i! 1
P(O'; I)= (6)
PE(al) depends on whether or not hard-limiting is performed at the receiver. We first
consider the case with no hard-limiting. In this case, the vector d will result in an error if
2ETC1 ai > Th and if the transmitted bit is a "0". The first of these events occur if and only
if I > Th. Therefore, the probability of error in this case is simply
E- ( )ql(1 q)M-- (7)
l=Th
which is the same result given in [2].
In the rest of this section, we consider the hard-limiting case, for which an approximation
to the performance is given in [2]. When the incoming light is hard-limited, the receiver is
not affected by the actual entries of a, but only by their being 0 or not. We first reformulate
(5) in a slightly different form. To do this, we make the following observation. The receiver
does not have any preference among the K pulse positions; it simply counts the occupied
pulse positions. Therefore two interference patterns which are permutations of each other
will result in the same error probability, i.e. PE(a) = PE(P) if a and / are permutations
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of each other. Then the numnber of vectors that must be considered in determining the bit
error probability can be substantially reduced by taking only one vector as a representative
of all its permutations. Without loss of generality we take this representative vector to be
the one with nonincreasing components. For the example above, 410 is the representative
of the set {410, 401, 140, 104, 041, 014}. Thus (5) can be rewritten as
M-1
PE = Pr(l) E P(d;g,)PE(a-) (8)
1=1 EQ 1g
where Gl is the set of representative vectors defined as
1= { a: i , i= 1, > a 2 > . > AK > 0, a i integer}. (9)
The probability of the vector a is modified so as to account for the probabilities of its
permutations, as
P(a;51)= E P(P;. Y) (10)
dEn(a)
where II(a) denotes the set of all the permutations of al.
The representation in (8) has two important advantages over the one in (5). First, it
is notationally simpler to express PE(°) when the vector a has ordered elements. More
importantly, there are much fewer vectors in g1 than in Fl for every i. (In the example
above ' 5 has 21 elements while Q5 has only 5 elements.)
Equation (10) can be calculated explicitly as follows. We observe from (6) that a vector
a( and any of its permutations are equally probable in FI. Using this fact in (10) we obtain
P(a; 51) = N(a)P(a; .F1) (11)
where N(d) is the number of distinct permutations of al. If all the elements in a were
distinct, then al would have K! permutations. On the other hand, if an element ai is
repeated R(ai) times in a-, then every distinct permutation has R(ai)! copies. Therefore,
the number of distinct permutations is given by
Ki
N(H-) = (12)
where the product is understood to be taken over i for which ai are distinct. (In the
example, N(500)= 3!/1!2! = 3.)
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PE((-) can be determined as follows. The i'th pulse position of the desired user is
interfered by ai pulses, for i = 1, 2,.. ., K. An error will occur only when the transmitted
bit is a "0" and at least Th pulse positions are interfered. With the ordering we described,
this can be formulated as
PE(6) = [1 - 6(Th)] (13)
where 6(.) is the discrete unit-impulse.
Using Equations (2), (6) and (11)-(13) in (8) we obtain
1 '1M- i\ K! 1! 1
PE = = q/(1 - ~ q)i'R(a_ 1_ai .E [1 - 6(aTh)] (14)
2 fli'E~tl n; R(ai)! fl a
where q is given by (1). Equation (14) can be calculated by listing the vectors in 01. Since
caTh Ž> a K for every 1 < Th < K, it is clear that PE will be minimized by the choice of
Th = K. This choice also enables a simplification in (14) as will be seen below.
For Th = K, the inner summation in (14) becomes the probability of an interference
pattern whose smallest entry is nonzero. This probability can be expressed as
PE(I) Pr(min{ai: 1< i < hK}> 0: d E i)= I i! K' (15)
a>O
By Lemma 1, that we state and prove in the Appendix A, this becomes
(E(1 ) = K (-1)i ( (16)
i=O 0
In Lemma 2 of the Appendix A we show that the error probability reduces to
PE = 2O (1)i )(1 - Z)M-1 (17)
It is also proven in Appendix A that if M - 1 < K, then PE = 0, since there are not
sufficiently many interferers.
Figure 2 shows the error probability as a function of K for Th = K, for different
values of M. The figure also shows the approximate result given in [1]. The exact and the
approximate results are indistinguishable for most of the parameter values. Therefore we
conclude that the approximation is in perfect agreement with the exact result.
For lower threshold values, we calculate PE directly from Equation (14). The results
are shown in Figure 3. It can be observed that the error probability depends critically on
the threshold and that it decreases monotonically as Th changes from 1 to K as expected.
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3 A Less Structured Temporal Code
The Optical Orthogonal Code has the desirable property of minimal cross-correlation and
off-peak autocorrelation [1]. As a result, the interference from the other users is minimized
over all possible temporal codes. The drawback, however, is that the number of different
code words, i.e., the number of users in the system, is limited. The number of users that
can be accommodated in an OOC system is upper bounded by (F - 1)/K(K - 1) [7]. This
puts an upper bound on the number of pulses, K, that can be used for a given number of
users. Therefore there is a tradeoff between the number of users and the error performance.
Our goal in this section is to analyze the performance of a less structured code which allows
a large increase in the number of users without a significant loss in the performance.
The temporal code we consider in this section is one in which the auto- and cross-
correlations are bounded by 2. We refer to this code as the A = 2 code. It is known that
[7] the constraint on the number of users with this code is
< (F- 1)(F- 2)
K(K - 1)(K - 2) (18)
which is considerably higher than OOC. For typical parameters of F = 1000 and K = 4,
we can have at most 83 users with OOC and 41500 users with a A = 2 code.
In order to evaluate the performance of a A = 2 code, we need to find the probability
that two code words overlap at one pulse position and at two pulse positions. Consider two
code words al and a2, each of length F and weight K. Let a4 be 1 if the j'th pulse position
of code word a k contains a pulse, and 0 otherwise, for 1 < j < F and k = 1, 2. Let II be
the correlation between al and a2 with I shifts. Then
F
II = Ealaiaj (19)
j=l
where ) denotes addition modulo F. With the assumption that the users are nonsyn-
chronous in their bit frames, the shift I between al and a 2 is an integer-valued random
variable which is uniformly distributed between 0 and F - 1. Then the expected value of
Ii is
E(I) = 2 2 (20)
1=0 j=l
The average correlation does not depend on the structure of the code but only on its weight
and length. For a A = 2 code, II is a ternary random variable that takes on values 0, 1 and
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2. If Pi and P2 are the probabilities that Il is 1 and 2 respectively, then
K 2
E(II) =p + 2p2 = F (21)
by the use of (20).
Equation (21) is valid for any code with A = 2. The particular values of pi and P2
depends on the particular code. For example an OOC is a A = 2 code with Pn = K 2 /F and
P2 = 0. On the other hand, it is shown in the Appendix B that a (F, K) code with A = 2
can be obtained from a (F/2, K/2) OOC by splitting each chip of the OOC into two chips
and preserving the pulse positions. It is shown that for this code P1 = K 2 /2F - K 4 /4F2
and P2 = K 2 /4F+ K 4 /8F2 . Finally, for the (4, 2) code 1010 and 0101, pt = 0 and P2 = 1/2.
From these examples, it is seen that pl and P2 may take a range of values that satisfy (21).
Furthermore, Pl and P2 need not be uniform among different code word pairs of the same
code. This would be the case, for instance, when a subset of the code forms an OOC.
We first analyze the case without hard-limiting. In this case, an error will occur when
the data bit is a "0" and the interference contributes a total of Th or more pulses in the
K pulse positions of the desired user's code word. The number of interfering users that
contribute 1 and 2 pulses admit a trinomial distribution with parameters M - 1, ql = p1/2
and q2 = p2/2 , with the factors 1/2 introduced due to equiprobable on-off data bits. Then
we have
1 !12!(M - 1 - 11 - 12)!q l - q2) M -l - -Pr( 1, 12) = l1(M- - 1- -12 (22)
with 11 + 12 < M. Given 11 users interfering at 1 pulse position and 12 users interfering
at 2 pulse positions, the total number of interfering pulses is 11 + 212. Therefore the error
probability is
PE = Pr(ltl, 2) (23)
11+212 >Th
11 +12 <M
which can be rewritten as
Th-1 [(Thl-1-ll)/2J] ( 1)
PE=~-- Z ) 1 q1 2 (1 - q2 )M -l- I - ' .(24)
PE 2= 12!(M - 1 - 11 -=12) 11 =/ 12=0
Since qx + 2q2 = K 2 /2F, the quantity c = q 1 /(K 2 /2F) measures the extent to which the
A = 2 code deviates from an OOC in interference statistics. For c = 1, the code is an OOC.
For c = 0, the code is one with only two overlaps, which will be considered in detail for the
hard-limiting case. Figure 4 shows the error probability as a function of c for the optimum
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threshold (Th = K) with F = 1000. The error probability increases with decreasing c, as
expected. However, the number of users that can be accommodated in the network increases
when a A = 2 code is employed. Therefore the goal in the code design must be to obtain a
code with a desired number of distinct code words and the largest possible c.
We now concentrate on the case with hard-limiting. The variation of the interference
statistics among different A = 2 codes and even among different code word pairs of the
same code makes it difficult to have a general performance analysis for A = 2 codes with
hard-limiting. Therefore we will analyze a worst case situation which will provide an upper
bound to the performance. This is the case where every interference causes an overlap of
two pulses, which corresponds to c = 0 in the discussion above. Then, it is seen from (21)
that Pl = 0 and P2 = K 2/2F. This probability distribution also maximizes the variance
of the correlation, Il, subject to the fixed average constraint in (21). This can be seen as
follows. The variance is given by o2 = (Pi + 4 P2) - (P1 + 2p2)2 , which by (21) becomes
0.2 = 2p2 + K 2 /F - K 4 /F 2 . This is maximized by choosing P2 as large as possible.
We only consider the Th = K case, since this is the optimal threshold. Under these
conditions, the error probability can be written as
PE= ( )P (1 - P)M-I- PE() (25)
where p = K 2/4F, with the factor of 1/2 introduced due to equiprobable on-off data bits,
and PE(l) is the probability of error conditioned on I interfering users. With Th = K, an
error occurs only when the interference pattern a(l) has all nonzero entries. The interference
pattern now belongs to the set
4l = {a: Xai = 21, ai = 0,1,... ,1 (26)
since every interferer contributes two pulses to the interference at distinct pulse positions.
Therefore PE(1) can be written as
PE(l) = 2 E Pr(a; Al) (27)
a>0
where a > 0 implies that all entries of al are strictly positive. It is shown in Appendix C
that the exact calculation of Pr(a; .A) requires the determination of all nonnegative integer
solutions of a system of linear equations with (K) unknowns and K equations. This system
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has a unique solution for K = 2 and K = 3. The resulting error probability is
PE = 1 - (1 - p)M_1] = [1-(1 - 1/F)M- 1] (28)2 2
for K = 2; and
PE=:: _ 1_ + (29)
2 2 2F 4F
for K = 3.
For K > 4, the exact calculation of PE becomes infeasible since the solution of the linear
system above is not unique. Therefore, we provide upper and lower bounds to the error
probability as follows. We note that the set Al is a subset of the set F'21 defined in the
previous section. Since the vectors in .Al are those vectors in F'2l whose entries are bounded
by 1, the probability that a vector randomnly chosen from Al has all positive entries is no
less than the corresponding probability of Y 21. Therefore PE(I) of A = 2 code, as given in
(27), is lower bounded by PE(21) of the OOC with the same K. Using Equation (16) in
conjunction with (25) we obtain a lower bound to the error probability as
1 K / ) \ r pi i'
PE >2(-i ) ) - (1 i2 - X (30)
2 i= kI K K
An alternative way to explain this lower bound is to consider a probability experiment
in which I persons are asked to play a lottery game. Each player picks a random pair of
numbers from integers 1, 2, ... , K. The probability that every number from 1 to K is picked
by some person is exactly PE(I) for the A = 2 code. If the game is modified such that the
players now pick each of the two numbers independently, then the probability that every
number is picked by some person is decreased from its previous value due to the possibility
of a person picking non-distinct numbers. The latter probability also corresponds to the
case of 21 persons picking one number each, which in turn results in PE(21) of OOC.
When K is even, a similar upper bound can be obtained by considering an OOC system
with K/2 pulses per bit frame. Consider a K/2 dimensional vector 1 from the set El of
this OOC system. The concatenation of j with itself, d = (/, ,i), is a K dimensional vector
which is in the set Al. If the vector p causes an error in the OOC, then the vector a causes
an error in the A = 2 code. Thus, the subset of Al which consists of the vectors that cause
an error contains those vectors which are concatenations as above. Therefore PE(I) of A = 2
code is upper bounded by PE(I) of the OOC with K/2 pulses per frame. This results in the
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following upper bound on the error probability:
1 K/2 K12 2pi M-'
PE < (- 2) ( =M1 (31)
This upper bound can also be explained with the previous lottery analogy. The game
is now modified to be played such that every person picks a number from 1 to K/2 and
chooses his second number to be the first number plus K/2. With this modification, the
probability that every number is picked by some person is increased from the original game
where the players could pick any pair of numbers. This results in the upper bound in (31).
Figure 5 shows the upper and lower bound as a function of K for different values of
M. It can be seen that the bounds determine the error probability within two orders of
magnitude. The lower bound is expected to be tight for large K, since the probability of
a user putting both of its pulses in the same chip is 1/K in the lower bounding argument.
Since the error probability that we seek is already an upper bound to the performance of
the family of A = 2 codes the lower bound may be used as a reliable performance measure.
In fact, the lower corresponds to the exact error probability of a code with P2 = (K - l)pl.
A comparison of Figure 2 and Figure 5 indicates that the performance of a A = 2 code is a
few orders of magnitude poorer than that of a OOC with the same values of M, K and F.
However, for the same number of users and the same number of chips per bit, the A = 2 code
may have a much larger value of K, hence compensating for the loss in the performance.
For instance, for 50 users with F = 1000, Kmax = 5 for OOC, while Kmax = 28 for the
A = 2 code. The resulting error probability is 10- 4 for OOC while K = 12 results in an
error probability of 10- 5 for the A = 2 code. Hence the A = 2 code may even surpass the
OOC in the performance.
4 Conclusions
We have used simple combinatorial tools to characterize the probabilistic behavior of the
interference patterns in CDMA networks which employ temporal codes. This characteriza-
tion resulted in exact expressions for the bit error probability for A = 1 codes, both with and
without hard-limiting. We also extended this analysis to temporal codes with A = 2. While
these codes result in a larger number of interfering pulses, they enable the network to have
more users in comparison with A = 1 codes. Our analysis shows that these temporal codes
may provide a way to increase the number of users in the network without a significant
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degradation in the performance of the network. In fact, A = 2 codes have the potential of
improving upon the performance of A = 1 codes since they allow a larger number of pulses
per frame.
Appendix
A Derivation of Error Probability for Th = K
In this appendix, we derive the equations (16) and (17) which give the probability of error
in a simple form for the Th = K case. We start with a Lemma that will be used to obtain
(16) from Equation(15).
Lemma 1
E rIlK C! -i= (-l)i (K - il (A.1)
=>O
Proof: We will use induction on K. Let S(K, I) denote the left hand side of (A.1). Then
S(1, 1) = 1!/1! = 1 and the claim is true for K = 1. Assume the claim is also true for K.
Then,
S(K + 1, 1) = ! - S(, - afK+1)(K ) K+l!(l - CK+l)!( +)
=O K+==l
(-1)i ~ ~K+I
i= k oK+i =1
E (-1) i [(K + 1 - i) - (K - i)- 1]
i=0 O1l ai
=__E (-) i (i(K + 1-i)- _ . (1 ) ( (K - i)- _ E (-1) /.
i=o =0 i=0
We note that the last summation above is (-l)K+ l. This can be observed by noting that
it is a binomial sum of (1 - 1)K with the last term missing. Incrementing the index of the
second summation by 1 we obtain
K-1 1 K" K K
S(K+ 1, ) = Z (-1), (K + 1- i)' + (-1)ii 1)(K + 1- i)l + (-1)K
i=i
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Now we use the identity (/) + (/K1) = (K+1), and regroup terms to obtain
S(K + 1,1) = (-) i + 1(K + 1 - i)
which is the claim for K + 1. 0
Equation (16) follows directly from Lemma 1 simply by the introduction of the factor
1/K'.
In the following lemma we prove that the error probability is given by Equation (17).
Lemma 2 The probability of error for OOC with Th = K is given by
PE = (1)i ) (1 -) )M1 (A.2)
Proof: PE is given by
1 M-1
PE = 2 Pr(l)PE(1)
1=1
where
Pr(l) = M - 1)(1 q)M- 
and PE(1) is given by (16). Then
1K1 M- 1 - -1i-
PE -= ( E M- l qi )(1- )
I2 i~o ( ) =l i=O
_ -1 / M-
1 K-1 (K) q M-1K
2 i=O i =1
where we used the property mentioned in the proof of Lemma 1 in eliminating the second
summation in the next to last line. E
The following lemma and its corollary states the fact that if there are not sufficiently
many interferers then an error can not occur.
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Lemma 3 PE(I) = 0 for I < K.
Proof: Let S(K, 1) be as in the proof of Lemma 1. Then S(K, I) -KIPE(l). We will show
that S(K, 1) = 0 for I < K. From LeImma 1
S(K,) = (l ) (K - i)'.
Letting j = K - i we obtain
K (K
s(K,1)= (-=) ~ ~](- ) j.1='
Let a be a real numnber and define the function h(a) as
h(a) =E ()aJ = (1 + a)K
j=O
Then,
[ah'(a)]a=_ .- (l-)KS(K, 1) = 
[a2h"(a)]a=_l = (-1)K[S(K, 2)- S(K, 1)] = 0
[anh(")(a)]a_=- = )(-l)K bi S(K,i)=O n < If
i=1
where bi are the coefficient of the term z i in the expansion of the polynomial x(z -1) ... (Z -
i + 1). From the above system of equations S(K, n) can be recursively solved to be 0 for all
n < K. a]
An immediate result of this lemma is that PE = 0 if M - 1 < K.
B Partial Construction of a A = 2 Code
In this appendix, we give a method of constructing a A = 2 code from a given A = 1 code.
The construction is not complete in the sense that more code words could be added to the
code without changing the A = 2 property. Our goal here is to demonstrate a nontrivial
A = 2 code and its statistical properties, rather than study the construction of A = 2 codes
in detail.
The construction of A = 1 codes has been studied in detail in [7]. Let's consider one
such code with length F/2 and weight K/2. For appropriately chosen F and K, one can
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obtain the maximum number of code words, i.e.,
M = K od (B.1)
code words following the design methods given in [7]. A A = 2 code with length F and weight
K can be obtained from this A = 1 code by splitting each chip into two while preserving
the pulses. For example, if a code word in A = 1 code is 10100, then the corresponding code
word in the new code is 1100110000. The new code will have its auto- and cross-correlations
bounded by 2, since an overlap in the original code corresponds to two overlaps in the new
code.
Consider a pair of code words in the original A = 1 code and the corresponding pair of
code words in the new A = 2 code. Let II (1 = 0, 1,..., F/2 - 1) be the cross-correlation of
the two original code words with I shifts, and similarly let Jl (1 = 0, 1,..., F - 1) be the
cross-correlation of the corresponding code words in the new code. A cyclic shift of I chips
in the original code corresponds to a cyclic shift of 21 chips in the new code. Therefore
J 21 = 2 1 = 0, 1,..., F/2- 1. (B.2)
On the other hand, odd ntunber of shifts in the new code corresponds to half-integer shifts in
the original code. When the new code is shifted 21 + 1 chips, the original code is in transition
from 1 shifts to I + 1 shifts. There are four cases to consider. If II = Il+l = 0, there are
no pulse overlaps in the initial and final shifts and hence there can be no pulse overlaps in
transition. Thus, J21+l = 0. If Ii = 1 and II+1 = 0, there is one pulse overlap with I shift
which disappears after one more shift. Then, in the midway, there is a half pulse overlap,
i.e., J21+1 = 1. The same is true when II = 0 and II+l = 1. Finally, when II = II+l = 1,
there are one pulse overlaps at both initial and final shifts. In the midway, there will be
two half-pulse overlaps, resulting in J2 1+1 = 2. Therefore, in general the relation
J21+1 = II + I1+1 I = 0, 1,..., F/2- 1 (B.3)
holds. Combining (B.2) and (B.3) one obtains
1=21i/2 leven, (B.4)
I(1-1)/2 + (1+1)/2 1 odd. (B.4)
Equation (B.4) not only serves as a formal proof of the fact that the new code has A = 2,
but it can also be used to obtain the statistics of pulse overlaps. The probability of one
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overlap in the new code can be written as
Pl = Pr(JI = 1)
1 1
- Pr(2I1/2 = 1 I 1 even) + - Pr(I(-1)/2 + I(l+)/2 = 1 I 1 odd)2 2
where we used the fact that the shift I is uniformly distributed over the integers 0 through
F - 1. The first term above vanishes since Ik is either 0 or 1 for all k. Because of the same
fact, the second term is the probability that either I(l-1)/2 or I(1+1)/2, but not both, is 1,
which can be rewritten to yield
P1 = 2 -Pr(2 _l)/2 I(1+1)/2 I 1 odd)
1 (K/2)2)
2 [F/2 F/2
K 2 K4 (B.5)2F 4F2
where we used the symmetry and the previous result for the probability of overlap for a
A = 1 code (see (1) in Section 2).
The probability of two overlaps can be similarly found as:
P2 = Pr(Jl = 2)
2 Pr(I/2 = 1 1 even) + 2 Pr(I( 1 )/2 + 1(1+1)/2 = 2 1 odd)
1 K 2 + (K2 2
2 2F 2[ 2F
K[2 K4 (B.6)
4F + 8F2
Note from (B.5) and (B.6) that pI + 2p2 = I 2 /F as predicted by Equation (21) of Section 3.
Although this partial construction scheme does not increase the number of code words
from the original A = 1 code, this number is more than doubled from what could be obtained
by a length F, weight K, A = 1 code. This is because with the latter code the maximum
number of code words is
M(A = 1)= K(K- 1) (B.7)
while with the A = 2 code we obtained, the number of code words is
F/2-1
M(.A = 2) = - F12 - I (B.8)
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The ratio of these two numbers is
M(A = 2) = 2 F - 2 K - 1
M(A =l) F-lK-2 (B.9)M(A = 1) F - 1 K - 2
which is larger than 2 for all K < F. Therefore, this construction enables the number
of users to be doubled for a given F and K. However, A = 2 codes have a much larger
potential in this aspect.
C Error Probability Calculation for A = 2 Codes
In this appendix, we investigate the calculation of the error probability of the worst-case
error probability for a A = 2 code given by Equations (25)-(27). Essential to this calculation
is the determination of Pr(d; Al), the probability that a particular vector a in Al is the
interference pattern conditioned on I interfering users. We define nij (1 < i < j < K) to be
the number of users which interfere at pulse positions i and j. Then, a- is related to {nij}
via
al- = n l nl3 + * ·. · nlK
a2 = nl2 + n23+...n2K (C.1)
aK = nlK + n2K + ... nK-1,K
For a given a-, this is a set of linear equations with (K) unknowns and K equations. If this
system has Nl nonnegative integer solutions ill, ri2 ,..., itN,, where each vector ik denotes
a (Kf) dimensional vector of {nij(k)}, then the desired probability is
Pr(a;) = IK- 1 K+ (nij(k)!) 2 (C.2)k=l Ilj=i+, (.=jk)!)=
It is difficult to obtain all the nonnegative integer solutions to the system in (C.1) and then
to evaluate (C.2), when (K) > K. Therefore, the exact calculation of error probability is
impractical for K > 4. We obtain this probability for K = 2 and K = 3 here.
For K = 2, the two equations in (C.1) are redundant with the solution n1 2 = al = a 2 =
1, i.e., with Al having a single vector a = (1, 1). Then, (C.2) reduces to Pr(a; Al) = 1 and
the resulting error probability is, via (25) and (27),
PE = [1 - (1 -p)M] = 2[1 - (1 - 1/F)M 1] (C.3)
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which states that an error will occur whenever the data bit is "0" and at least one user
interferes.
For K = 3, (C.1) has a single solution given by nl 2 = I- al, n13 = - a2, n 23 = 1 - oa1,
which by the use of (C.2) results in
Pr(>; A1) = (I - al)!(l - a2)!( - a3)! 3 (C.4)
Using (26), we obtain, after some manipulations,
~~PE (1! ! i )i ( -)l _ 3( 1PE(l) = = 0 1= 0i!j!(l- i-)! 3
w n 1/-1
which in conjunction with (25) results in
1 3 / 3 M-1/ M M-1
PE .= I (C.5)
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List of Figure Captions
Figure 1: A typical optical CDMA system.
Figure 2: Exact and approximate error probability for F = 1000, M = 10, 30, 50.
Figure 3: Dependence of error probability on threshold for A = 1 code for F = 1000,
M = 30.
Figure 4: Dependence of error probability on the statistics of the A = 2 code without
hard-limiting: a) M = 10, b) M = 50.
Figure 5: Upper and lower bounds to the worst-case error probability for A = 2 code
with hard-limiting for F = 1000, M = 10, 50.
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